The AHRC Network ‘Technoscience, Law and Society: Interrogating the Nexus’

Articulating Science, Technology and Law: Regarding, Reflecting, and Remaking Society

Thursday 9th and Friday 10th April 2015

Programme

Thursday 9th April
09.50-10.20
Registration and coffee
Aphra Foyer, Grimond Building

10.20-11.10
Plenary Session 1
Grimond, Lecture Theatre 2 (GLT2)

Against pastures: conceptualizing the knowledge commons
Mario Biagioli (UC Davis)

11.10-13.10
Session 1
Grimond, Seminar Room 1 (GS1)

1.1 From regulation to adoption? Reimbursement of cell-based regenerative therapy in the UK and France.
Aurélie Mahalatchimy (University of Sussex/Universite de Toulouse)
Alex Faulkner (University of Sussex)

1.2 Symbolising Un/Certain Futures: The regulation of nanotechnologies
Robert G. Lee (University of Birmingham)
Elen Stokes (University of Cardiff)
1.3 Performativity and the publication of law: staging regenerative medicine in the European Union
Alex Faulkner (University of Sussex)

1.4 How the face became an organ: Regulating the body in/and experimental biomedicine
Samuel Taylor-Alexander (University of Edinburgh)

11.10-13.10
Session 2
Grimond, Seminar Room 5 (GS5)

2.1 Changing the ‘battery’ of the cell: Construction of mitochondria in policy-making
Ilke Turkmendag (University of Sheffield)

2.2 Law and Technology at the Beginning of Life: the Moral and Legal Significance of Implantation
Sally Sheldon (University of Kent)

2.3 Precautionary principle v. proactionary imperative: Rethinking “l’indisponibilité du corps” and the ethics of reproduction in France
Jill Drouillard (Universite de Paris-Sorbonne)

2.4 Regulating bodies: The case of surrogacy in the Ukraine, France and the United States
Delphine Lance (Universite Pantheon Assas, Paris II)
Jennifer Merchant (Universite Pantheon Assas, Paris II)

13.10-14.00
Lunch
Grimond Foyer

14.00-15.30
Session 3
Grimond, Lecture Theatre 3 (GLT3)

3.1 Trial at a Distance: Videoconference Technology in Courts as a STS case
Laurence Dumoulin (Universite de Grenoble)
Christian Licoppe (ParisTech)

3.2 The Global Village - Privacy in a Digital Age
Shane McNamee (University of Bayreuth)

3.3 Bridging The Folk and the Bureaucratic--The Work of 911 Dispatchers
Phoenix Chi Wang (Harvard University)
Session 4  
Grimond, Seminar Room 2 (GS2)

4.1 Articulating Science, Technology, Law and Housing Justice: a case study of overcrowding standards in the UK.  
Helen Carr (University of Kent)

4.2 UK Law and Policy on ‘Fracking’: regulatory reflexes and the shale gas Revolution  
Elen Stokes (University of Cardiff)

4.3 “If technology is the answer, what was the question?” – Architecture as a technological dispositif and... fun  
Thanos Zartaloudis (University of Kent & AA School of Architecture)

15.30-16.00  
Coffee  
Grimond Foyer

16.00-17.40  
Plenary Session 2  
Grimond Lecture Theatre 3 (GLT3)

Relations matter: Thinking ethical and regulatory frameworks in medicine from the perspective of solidarity’  
Barbara Prainsack (King’s College London)

Tentacular Faces: Forensic Identification and the Return of the Phenotype  
Amade M’charek (University of Amsterdam)

17.40-19.00  
Drinks reception  
Eliot Senior Common Room
Friday 10th April

09.30-11.00
Keynes, Seminar Room 12 (KS12)
Session 5: Making Markets, Making Laws
Panel organized by Véra Ehrenstein, Sveta Milyaeva and Daniel Neyland (Goldsmiths, University of London)

5.1 The power of market failure
Javier Lezaun (University of Oxford)

5.2 Enacting a disparity: On the ‘data protection versus economic growth’ dilemma
Sveta Milyaeva (Goldsmiths, University of London)
Daniel Neyland (Goldsmiths, University of London)

5.3 Inconsistent donors? Public aid, vaccine markets, and incentivizing legal agreements
Véra Ehrenstein (Goldsmiths, University of London)
Daniel Neyland (Goldsmiths, University of London)

5.4 Legal technique meets stochastic calculus: Quants, lawyers, and the reconstruction of the ‘risk-free rate’ after the financial crisis
Taylor Spears (University of Edinburgh)

Session 6
Keynes, Seminar room 13 (KS13)

6.1 Medicine, ethics and intellectual property in nineteenth-century Britain: Re-examining the role of the State in promoting medical innovation
Catherine Kelly (University of Western Australia)

6.2 Law, Knowledge and the Politics of Patents in 20th century Greece
Stathis Arapisthasis (University of Athens)

6.3 Making and Remaking Judicial Truths: On Legal Case Files and Temporalities
Irene van Oorschot (Erasmus University Rotterdam)

11.00 - 11.20
Coffee
Keynes Teaching Foyer

11.20-1.00
Plenary Session 3
Cornwallis Octagon, Lecture Theatre 2 (COLT2)
Biology Denatured: The Public-Private Lives of Lively Things
David Winickoff (UC, Berkeley)

Tracking routes of routinization through assemblage ethnography
Ayo Wahlberg (University of Copenhagen)

1.00-13.45
Lunch
Keynes Teaching Foyer

13.45-15.30
Session 7
Keynes, Seminar Room 12 (KS12)

7.1 Crimes of the Sandman or the Bottle: A controversy study of the Alcohol Challenge debate in sleep medicine
Geth Rees (University of Newcastle)

7.2 Taking the passage from psychiatry to the law: an empirical study about writing pre-trial mental health evaluations
Hilde Tjeerdema (University of Groningen)

7.3 Anthropology in the Courtroom
Aurelien Bouayad (Science Po)

7.4 The legal fabrication of a hybrid body: A pragmatic analysis of the Pistorius’ case.
Christophe Lazaro (University of Namur)

Session 8
Keynes, Seminar Room 13 (KS13)

8.1 Junk science or not?: An analysis of Belgium’s new criteria regarding forensic expertise in light of the US Supreme Court’s jurisprudence.
Inès Gallala (Vrije Universiteit Brussel)

8.2 A tragic dance: World Trade Center victims’ families and disaster victim identification protocols
Victor Toom (Northumbria University)

8.3 Trust matters. The co-articulation of domains and publics of trust in the forensic science policy discourse
Matthias Wienroth (Northumbria University)
Robin Williams (Northumbria University)
15.30 - 16.15
Roundtable discussion: Working on/with Law & Science: Reflections on theoretical frameworks and methodologies
Organised by Hyo Yoon Kang (University of Kent)
Keynes, Seminar Room 16 (KS16)

Mario Biagioli (UC Davis)
Emilie Cloatre (Kent Law School)
Alain Pottage (LSE)

16.15 - CLOSE